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ABSTRACT
Many studies have shown that humans are “predictably irrational”:

they do not act in a fully rational way, but their deviations from

rational behavior are quite systematic. Our goal is to see the ex-

tent to which we can explain and justify these deviations as the

outcome of rational but resource-bounded agents doing as well

as they can, given their limitations. We focus on the well-studied

ranger-poacher game, where rangers are trying to protect a number

of sites from poaching. We capture the computational limitations

by modeling the poacher and the ranger as probabilistic finite au-

tomata (PFAs). We show that, with sufficiently large memory, PFAs

learn to play the Nash equilibrium (NE) strategies of the game

and achieve the NE utility. However, if we restrict the memory,

we get more “human-like” behaviors, such as probability matching,
and avoiding sites where there was a bad outcome, that we also

observed in experiments conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Interestingly, we find that adding human-like behaviors such as

probability matching and overweighting significant events actu-

ally improves performance, showing that this seemingly irrational

behavior can be quite rational.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While standard economic theory assumes that people are rational,

many studies (see, e.g., [1]) have shown that humans are irrational

in a systematic way. Our goal in this paper is to see the extent to

which computational limitations can explain and justify human

behaviors in security games [9]. Specifically, we consider a (finitely)
repeated two-player ranger-poacher game (based on [5]). At each

stage of the repeated game, the poacher tries to catch a rhino at one

of 𝑛 sites, and the ranger tries to prevent the poacher from doing

so. We assume that there is a commonly-known probability of a

rhino being at any particular site, which does not change over time.

We can formulate the stage game (i.e., the game played at each step

of the repeated game) as a zero-sum normal-form game, which we

show has a unique Nash equilibrium (NE).
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We show through simulations that if the PFA has sufficiently

many states, players eventually converge to playing the NE strate-

gies of the stage game and achieve the NE utilities. As we limit the

number of states of the PFA, the PFA acts more human-like; the

strategy it uses is somewhere between the NE strategy and proba-
bility matching (i.e., visiting sites in proportion to the probability

of a rhino being there). In addition, it seems reasonable to think

that a poacher views getting caught by the ranger as particularly

significant, because it gives him negative utility. Our simulations

show that taking significance into account, even in this naive way,

can lead to higher utility. We also show that the greater the weight

of significant events, the greater the improvement in the utility,

although the effect of the increasing the weight has diminishing

returns. To understand the effects of bounded memory and taking

significance into account, for various choices of ranger strategy,

we compared the performance (in terms of utility) of various pa-

rameter settings of our PFA to each other and to other poacher

strategies. Our results showed that probability matching and over-

weighting significance can often lead to higher utility. This supports

one of our key hypotheses: It can be quite rational to be (somewhat)

“irrational”, at least in the ranger-poacher game!

To see how humans actually play the ranger-poacher game, we

ran experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), using a

number of different rhino distributions, with people playing the

role of poacher for 100 rounds. Our experimental data show that

most human poachers tend to probability match. As we show, this

is also the case for poachers that use a PFA with small memory size

𝑀 . As𝑀 increases, our PFA will play a combination of probability

matching and NE strategy. These and other observations suggest

that modeling people as PFAs does capture important aspects of

human behavior.

2 THE RANGER-POACHER GAME
As in the wildlife poaching game introduced by Kar et al. [5], there

are two players, a ranger and a poacher, and a fixed number 𝑛 of

sites that rhinos might go to. We assume that the rhino distribu-

tion 𝑑 = (𝑑1, . . . , 𝑑𝑛) is commonly known, where 𝑑𝑖 ∈ [0, 1] is
the probability that there is a rhino at site 𝑖 (we do not assume

that

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖 = 1; there could be more than one rhino!). We de-

note by Γ𝐾 (𝑑) the ranger-poacher game with rhino distribution

𝑑 and 𝐾 stages, whose stage game is denoted Γ(𝑑). (Note that the
distribution also implicitly encodes the number of sites.)

We take the poacher’s utility in Γ𝐾 (𝑑) to be his average utility in
each of the 𝐾 stage games, and similarly for the ranger. Although,

in general, zero-sum games can have multiple equilibria, as we

show in the full paper, the ranger-poacher game has a unique NE.

Proposition 2.1. For all 𝑑 , Γ(𝑑) has a unique NE.
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3 PFAS PLAY THE RANGER-POACHER GAME
To understand the effects of memory and taking significance into ac-

count, we compared the performance (in terms of utility) of various

parameter settings of our PFA to each other and to other poacher

strategies for various choices of ranger strategies. We considered

eight poacher strategies: (1) the NE strategy, which can be viewed as

a baseline; (2) fictitiuos play (FP), where a player keeps track of what
the other player has done, and best responds to it, with unbounded

memory; (3) multiplicative weight updating (MWU) [2], a strategy

that has been shown to lead to NE quickly; (4) utility matching
(UM) (instead of best responding, a site is chosen with probability

proportional to its expected utility); (5) PFA1: a PFA with limited

memory and no overweighting of significant events; (6) PFA2: a

PFA with limited memory that overweights significant events; (7)

PFA3: a PFA with very limited memory and no overweighting; (8)

PFA4: a PFA with very limited memory that overweights significant

events. We want to see how each of these eight poacher strategies

plays against the various ranger strategies. We consider four ranger

strategies: (a) the NE strategy; (b) probability matching (PM) based

on the rhino distribution; (c) FP with unbounded memory; (d) a PFA

with small memory and no overweighting. Notice that ranger strate-

gies (a) and (b) are nonadaptive; the ranger visits a site according

to a predetermined distribution at each step. In contrast, strategies

(c) and (d) are adaptive; The ranger decides which site to visit next

based on what the poacher has done in previous rounds. For each

ranger-poacher pair, we simulated the game for 1000 rounds, using

various rhino distributions, and repeated each game 100 times.

The results show that if the ranger uses a nonadaptive strategy

(NE or PM), then all the poacher’s strategies do equally well. How-

ever, if the ranger’s strategy is adaptive, using a PFA with limited

memory can significantly improve performance, especially when

significance is taken into account. Thus, far from being irrational,

overweighting significant events and probability matching are com-

pletely rational if the ranger is using FP. If the ranger is also using

a PFA with a relatively small memory size, the ranger will also

switch more often, so using FP or a PFA with a larger memory will

make the poacher stickier and lead to lower utility for the poacher.

However, overweighting significance and probability matching still

help improve the poacher’s utility significantly.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We wanted to understand the extent to which our PFAs capture

human behavior in the ranger-poacher game. We conducted experi-

ments on MTurk with 94 participants. In these experiments, human

subjects play the role of the poacher; they must decide which site to

visit in each round. We used the PFA to play the role of the ranger,

with 𝑀 = 100 and 𝑠 = 0 (i.e., it does not take significance into ac-

count). Each game lasts for 100 rounds. Subjects are given the rhino

distribution and are told that the ranger knows it as well. They

are also told that, in each round, they and the ranger will simul-

taneously choose a site to visit. After these choices are made, the

subjects discover where the rhinos were, so they can see whether

they caught a rhino or were caught. They get 1 point if they catch

a rhino without being caught, −1 point if they are caught, and 0

points otherwise. Subjects get $1 for completing the task plus a

bonus of $0.10 for each point they obtain. Since the game lasts for

100 rounds, the bonus is usually significantly more than the fixed

payment. Thus, they are (somewhat) incentivized to maximize their

payoff by playing strategically. We submitted an IRB consent form

and qualified for exemption from IRB review.

Applying 𝑘-means clustering, we clustered players on MTurk

into three groups: (1) level-0 poachers, who visit all sites with equal

probability or simply stick to one site; (2) level-1 poachers, who

visit each site with probability roughly proportional to the rhino

distribution; and (3) level-2 poachers, who seem to visit sites with

probability proportional to their utility under the assumption that

the rangers are playing a level-1 strategy. We suspect that level-

0 players are often ones who simply want to get the game done

as quickly as possible, so that they can collect the fixed payment.

Therefore, we focus on level-1 and level-2 players. We can best

approximate level-1 poacher behavior using a PFA with 𝑀 = 2 and

𝑠 = 1, where𝑀 denotes the memory size and 𝑠 denotes whether or

not we take significance into account. As explained earlier, a PFA

that has a small memory will do more probability matching. We

can best approximate level-2 poacher with a PFA with 𝑀 = 10 and

𝑠 = 0.

5 DISCUSSION AND RELATEDWORK
There has been a great deal of recent interest in modeling human

behavior in the ranger-poacher game. Perhaps most relevant to us

is a sequence of papers by Tambe and his collaborators. Nguyen

et al. [8] proposed the Subjective Utility Quantal Response (SUQR)
model, which allows poachers to not best respond. Yang et al. [14]

refined the model by allowing different poachers to be character-

ized by different weight vectors. Kar et al. [5] further refined the

model by considering successes and failures of the poacher’s past

actions. Feng et al. [3] considered poachers with a fixed memory Γ,
which is the number of rounds of past observations they respond

to, similar to our use of𝑀 in this paper. Kar et al. [6] presented a

behavior model based on an ensemble of decision trees. The goal of

all this work was essentially to learn and predict human behavior.

This is part of a more general thrust of trying to model human play

in games (see, e.g., [11–13]). By way of contrast, our goal is to see

the extent to which we can explain and justify apparently irrational

human behavior (like probability matching and overweighting of

significant events) as the outcome of computational limitations.

To that end, we model resource-bounded poachers and rangers as

PFAs. We showed that quite rational behavior (i.e., best responding)

can lead to behaviors that have been viewed as irrational, namely,

probability-matching and overweighting, as we limit the memory

size. However, our results show that this so-called irrational behav-

ior actually leads to better outcomes.

The fact that computational limitations lead both to more human-

like behavior and (often) to better outcomes in the ranger-poacher

game reinforces similar results obtained in other contexts [4, 7, 10].

This suggests a rather rich line of future research. As a first step,

it would be of interest to see if behavior in other games, such as

coordination games, can be explained and justified by computa-

tional limitations. We look forward to investigating and reporting

on these issues in the future.
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